Abstract. Boiler combustion control system adopts decentralized control of distributed control structure, the system structure is divided into three parts: the operator station, responsible for monitoring and configuration system; process control station (master station), to achieve automatic control function; data collection station (From the station), collecting front-end module real-time data information. In the operator station and the main station communication in the upper network using industrial Ethernet to complete the data transceiver function, the same in the underlying communication using Profibus network protocol to complete the data collection.
Introduction
In the field of automatic control in China, it is relatively late and cannot keep up with the development of technology. At present, it is still in the stage of microcomputer control, and it is developing towards the intelligent control stage. [1] And some Small and medium-sized enterprises are still in the stage of instrument relay, which cannot guarantee their safety and system reliability. [2] Overseas due to the research of this technology is relatively early, progress and relatively fast, always beyond the pace of domestic development, and now can reach the level of intelligent control.
The use of distributed control system structure of boiler combustion in this paper, using industrial Ethernet as network transmission link management part and a control part, using Profibus-DP field bus communication network is the data acquisition part and control part, and all network and subsystems are double redundancy design, improve the communication rate and stability of the system, and get the a significant increase in the reliability of the system.
The boiler combustion control system adopts double redundancy design, double redundancy network and double redundancy heat recovery main station. The network includes the industrial Ethernet that acts on the upper layer communication, and the Profibus bus acting on the underlying master-slave communications, including the 485 bus between the two main stations, called the heartbeat line. [2] double redundancy backup station consists of two identical and primarily for each state of the main station, two station at the same time, [3] but only one from the station and communication, output, two master station through the heart line mutual inspection, when a fault occurs, another automatic switching state; mutual inspection, identification, main switch and fault detection is completed in the master station communication layer.
Master Control Layer

Main Control Module
The main control module processing process is more complex, there are many processes. First, according to the IP address of the master configuration variables, load the front-end network card and determine whether the successful loading, load successfully, determine the path where the program execution, set the timer trigger time, set the capture of various signals and processing functions. And then create a shared memory for inter-process communication IPC, and set the read and write semaphore; create and initialize the data buffer, read all the configuration information from the hard disk file. Initialize the alarm value, limit the range value, initialize the master station and other master network connection information; initialize the front-end network communication, query the main station and front-end slave module communication network connection. Initialize the 0 network connection, create and initialize the socket table, record the start time of the master program to start running. Initialize all synchronization data flags, start the watchdog, send heartbeat data to the operator station and other masters, and enter the while loop process. The while loop has its own flow, that is shown in Figure 1 .
Communication Module of Front End Network
The front-end network communication module logically is the realization of the master and slave communication between stations, but the communication function of the Profibus network is completed in the communication layer, so this module in the software system is actually implemented station control layer and communication layer data exchange. The module communicates with the communication layer to communicate data from the communication layer to the slave unit. After the initialization of the CIFX card driver, receive other function call command, determine the type of command, according to different types of commands to do the corresponding processing flow. After that, the sending function of the CIFX card is sent to send the data packet to the communication layer, and the acknowledgement data returned from the communication layer is received, and the corresponding processing is carried out for the returned data. 
Inter-Process Communication
The master task and control algorithm in the main station control layer operate in two independent processes in the operating system, and share the memory for data reception and transmission. The master process is responsible for implementing system closed-loop control process, control algorithm process is responsible for calculating the reasonable; the master process received from the field station real-time data, the data is written to the shared memory space, waiting for the process control algorithm of reading data from memory, the algorithm computes the parameters of control information into the memory space wait, read the master process control parameters. Inter process communication flow chart is shown in Figure 2 . The main control process in the code called Dpu procedures, the process control algorithm in code called Ctrl program; storage controlling process memory area in the code called in_buff, copy all kinds of real-time data storage; control algorithm process memory area in the code called out_buff, a copy of all control parameters. The memory area is read with read () function, the memory area is written with write () function to achieve, for the acquisition of data signals using wait (signal) to achieve, for the release of data signals, using post (signal) to achieve.
Communication Interface
The main station is divided into the control layer and communication layer, the control layer is responsible for the control process, and the communication layer is responsible for communication.
The interface between control layer and communication layer uses virtual double port. This paper introduces the interface from two aspects.
(1) Interface data format: The data format of all data in this article contains four parameters: slave station address, command code, data length, and data content.
(2) Interface communication mode: In the operating system of the communication layer, the RAM region divides a 64K address space into use as an interface. Connect the interface to the PC/104 bus of the control layer. Communication between the two layers is divided into the mailbox, send and receive email mailbox, the main control task sends a request data to send mail, waiting for the order processing, communication command processing, sending the response data to the receiving mailbox, the main control task to extract from the received responses according to the mailbox. 
Heartbeat line Implementation
When the system is running, by sending random characters to the double master station, the default number of characters is the working master station, and the other is the backup master station. Check the heartbeat cycle line state detection, two heartbeats are normal communication; if the two are normal, clear the heartbeat data, then sends the heartbeat data to each other if the heart line are two main station; abnormal heartbeat line error alarm; if you do not belong to the above two conditions, that is the other main fault; when the master error alarm when the distinction between 
Test
After testing, the response data returned by the communication layer is the data after the control layer transmits the first two data positions of the data, indicating that the control layer communicates successfully with the communication layer. In addition, after the system power on, the main control module can call the other modules to complete the closed-loop control, each cycle process cycle 600ms, and the Cpu load is not more than 20%, which meets the requirements of the system.
Summary
In this paper, a design method of control layer structure of power plant boiler combustion main station is put forward, which is used in the design of power station boiler combustion master station. The advantages of adopting the design patterns presented in this paper are as follows: 1) Adopt double redundancy design. The dual host hot backup mode can realize seamless switching between the main and standby state when the single host fails. The response time is short and the accuracy is not lost, and the reliability of the system is improved;
2) Double redundant network, two networks simultaneously communicate and transmit data information, so as to avoid the impact of system operation due to the anomaly of single channel network, and has high stability.
